Sample Occupation Exhibit

NER-AT-005
AVIATION ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN (AT)

AT3
AT2
AT1
ATC
ATCS

Exhibit Dates: 5/11–Present

Occupational Field: 5 (Aviation Maintenance/Weapons)

Career Pattern


Description

Summary: Aviation Electronics Technicians (Intermediate) (AT(II)) perform intermediate level maintenance on aviation electronic components supported by conventional and automatic test equipment, including repair of Weapons Replaceable Assemblies (WRA) and Shop Replaceable Assemblies (SRA) and perform test equipment calibration/repair and associated bench maintenance. Aviation Electronics Technicians (Organizational) (AT(O)) perform organizational level maintenance on aviation electronics systems, to include: communications, radar, navigation, antisubmarine warfare sensors, electronic warfare, data link, fire control and tactical displays with associated equipment. AT3: Conducts avionics systems maintenance; troubleshoots data display and data link systems; installs and troubleshoots UHF and VHF radio systems and navigational systems; performs electronics systems maintenance and troubleshooting; repairs antennas; repairs and installs electrical connectors; interprets charts, diagrams and schematics; inspects and cleans pressurized equipment; installs waveguide components; replaces avionics gaskets and seals; calibrates test equipment; removes and installs computer disk drives; interprets computer languages; troubleshoots computer equipment; and industrial safety. AT2: Able to perform the duties required for AT3; performs other tasks not covered in standard service manuals; may have attended training programs in troubleshooting and repairing specialized equipment; serves as crew leader. AT1: Able to perform the duties required for AT2; serves as work center supervisor; diagnoses nonroutine malfunctions and demonstrates repair techniques; inspects and approves completed work assignments including the installation of new parts and components; conducts on-the-job training program and maintains training records; prepares weekly schedules of preventive maintenance; responsible for administration of the safety management system (SMS), including: safety cultures, safety risk management, human and organizational factors, methods of facilitation, quality assurance, documentation, risk management strategies, record keeping, hazard identification, and risk analysis. ATC: Able to perform the duties required for AT1; plans and implements safety instruction and inspection programs; prepares periodic or recurring reports; supervises quality control programs; plans, directs, organizes, schedules, and evaluates training programs for personnel; prepares and reviews naval correspondence, instructions, and messages; reviews and coordinates work schedules; prioritizes overall department work; coordinates and evaluates status and impact of department work; reviews, recommends, and monitors divisional programs (quality assurance, training, safety, etc); provides guidance on job performance; identifies and mediates inter-departmental differences; and assists, reviews, recommends, and monitors implementation of policy statements, operation orders, and directives. ATCS: Able to perform the duties required for ATC; serves as liaison with other Navy units; monitors quality assurance programs; prepares directives, instructions, and correspondence; supervises personnel, production, material, and training requirements; and recommends changes in methods and techniques to promote safety and operational readiness.

Related Competencies

Avionics systems troubleshooting and maintenance topics include communications systems (HF, VHF/UHF radios); fault isolation; flight management systems; navigation systems; navigation systems (DME); navigation systems (EGPWS); navigation systems (GPS); navigation systems (IFF/Mode S); navigation systems (TACAN); navigation systems (TCAS); navigation systems (transponder); navigation systems (weather...
radar); power distribution; system operation; and system repair. **Industrial safety** topics include electrical systems safety, emergency procedures, group safety, hand tool safety practices, hazardous materials, incident reporting, lockout/tagout, material safety data sheets, protective equipment, safe equipment operation, and safety reports. **Communications and navigation systems operation and troubleshooting** topics include antenna theory and alignment, cockpit voice recorder, communication radios, corrective maintenance, digital flight data recorder, electric power distribution, electronic countermeasures, navigation aids, preventive maintenance, radar systems, secure voice, system interfaces, and system testing. **Electrical systems troubleshooting and repair** topics include cables and conduits, circuit design, electrical boxes, electrical prints and drawings, electrical troubleshooting, electronic mathematics, multimeters, power distribution systems, and wiring repair. **Computer applications** topics include data entry, data management, internet research, MS Excel, MS Outlook, MS PowerPoint, MS Word, and report generation. **Supervision** topics include counseling, disciplinary actions, performance appraisals, quality assurance, scheduling, team building, and training. **Advanced avionics systems** topics include antenna-transmitter systems, automatic flight control systems (AFCS), avionics analysis, avionics fault isolation and analysis, electrical power circuits, electronic test equipment, glass cockpit instrumentation, global positioning satellite (GPS) systems, heads-up displays (HUDs), multi-function display, navigation systems, radar altimeter systems, radar transmitters and receivers, and system operation. **Safety management systems** topics include documentation, emergency preparation, error examination, hazard identification, human and organizational factors, quality management systems, record keeping, risk analysis and assessment, risk management, safety culture, and safety promotion. **Management** topics include budget management, contracting, controlling, coordinating, leadership, materials management, motivation, organizing, performance management, planning, problem solving, project management, quality assurance, risk management, six sigma, and staff development. **Leadership** topics include change management, decision making, leadership development, logistics, mentoring, problem solving, team building, and time management.

**Recommendation, AT3**
In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3 semester hours in avionics systems troubleshooting and maintenance, 2 in industrial safety, 3 in communications and navigation systems operation and troubleshooting, 3 in electrical systems troubleshooting and repair, 3 in computer applications, 3 in supervision, and 3 in communications (5/11)(5/11).

**Recommendation, AT2**
In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3 semester hours in avionics systems troubleshooting and maintenance, 2 in industrial safety, 3 in communications and navigation systems operation and troubleshooting, 3 in electrical systems troubleshooting and repair, 3 in computer applications, 3 in supervision, and 3 in communications. In the upper-division baccalaureate degree category, 3 semester hours in advanced avionics systems (5/11)(5/11).

**Recommendation, AT1**
In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3 semester hours in avionics systems troubleshooting and maintenance, 2 in industrial safety, 3 in communications and navigation systems operation and troubleshooting, 3 in electrical systems troubleshooting and repair, 3 in computer applications, 3 in supervision, and 3 in communications. In the upper-division baccalaureate degree category, 3 semester hours in advanced avionics systems, 2 in safety management systems (SMS), and 3 in management (5/11)(5/11).

**Recommendation, ATC**
In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3 semester hours in avionics systems troubleshooting and maintenance, 2 in industrial safety, 3 in communications and navigation systems operation and troubleshooting, 3 in electrical systems troubleshooting and repair, 3 in computer applications, 3 in supervision, and 3 in communications. In the upper-division baccalaureate degree category, 3 semester hours in advanced avionics systems, 2 in safety management systems (SMS), 3 in management, and 3 in leadership (5/11)(5/11).

**Recommendation, ATCS**
In the lower-division baccalaureate/associate degree category, 3 semester hours in avionics systems troubleshooting and maintenance, 2 in industrial safety, 3 in communications and navigation systems operation
and troubleshooting, 3 in electrical systems troubleshooting and repair, 3 in computer applications, 3 in supervision, and 3 in communications. In the upper-division baccalaureate degree category, 3 semester hours in advanced avionics systems, 2 in safety management systems (SMS), 3 in management, and 3 in leadership (5/11)(5/11).
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